Marine
SERVICES
All aspects of shipboard equipment are changing to
meet more demanding standards of efficiency,
safety, and environmental impact. Electrification of
traditionally diesel-powered equipment can
provide more precise operation while delivering
better reliability, lower emissions, and reduced
maintenance costs. Quad Plus professionals are at
the forefront, bringing new technologies to better
support marine propulsion, electrical winch, hoist,
and material transfer applications.
 Project Identification and Development
 OEM Supplier to Turnkey Integration
 Premium Support

Experience
Our technicians specialize in remote site service,
including marine installations. We understand the
complex conditions and have the skills and certifications to mitigate personal risk while servicing and
transporting equipment.
Quad Plus provides equipment and services for a
wide variety of electrical applications. Our technical team will assist with design selections to help
achieve your return on investment targets such as
increased efficiency and reliability, implementing
new technical solutions, and extending the life of
existing equipment.

Smart Winch
Smart Winch is an active control system that
can be implemented at modest cost for most
LV electric winch, or spooling systems. Using
data from an industry standard Motion
Reference Unit (MRU), Smart Winch
enhances operation to compensate for rise,
fall, roll, and yaw of the sea. Typical
applications include:
Escort Towing/Auto Payout
LARS
AHC
Subsea Winching

About Quad Plus
Quad Plus provides industrial control systems, solutions, and services. We offer an uncompromising level of
service and expertise to maintain our customers’ productivity. Our extensive process knowledge spans from the
utility pole to the motor shaft. With an on-going commitment to follow-up service, parts, and repairs, we are all
you need for continued success.
We are recognized in the field as a leader in drive and motor control. Solutions are designed in-house through
research and development tailored to meet each client’s specific needs. Our design staff includes electrical,
mechanical, civil/structural, chemical, and controls.
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